NEWS IN BRIEF

SNP Security acquires gate specialist

ONE of Australia's oldest security companies, SNP Security, has purchased a major shareholding in Gated Solutions, a leading Australian provider of Perimeter Security Solutions and traffic control systems.

READ MORE...

Xtralis Announces Exclusive Partnership with Alarmcorp

IN a major win for Australia's newest electronic security distributor, XTRALIS, a major manufacturer of technology for the early detection of fire, gas and security threats, has announced an exclusive partnership with Alarmcorp, to offer its full range of ADPRO Multi-Site, Perimeter Protection and Enterprise Security solutions for early threat detection.

READ MORE...

DVTel Wins Project Of The Year at IFSEC 2010

DVTEL, which is distributed locally by Pacific Communications, has scored Project of the Year at IFSEC 2010. DVTel's winning project implemented their intelligent Security Operations Center (iSOC) management platform at Johannesburg, Capetown, Durban and multiple other airports in Republic of South Africa.

READ MORE...

Bosch unveils new 700 Series Hybrid NVRs

Bosch Security Systems has introduced the Divar 700 Series H.264 digital video recorders. Featuring fully-automated device discovery and assignment, built-in set-up wizards and an embedded design, system installation for the new series is 50 per cent faster than traditional PC-based video recording solutions.
Monitoring: IP will prevail

WE'VE written in the last couple of issues in some detail about the closure of the PSTN network in the U.S. a topic that wasn't taken all that seriously by Aussie monitoring outfits. Perhaps that's not surprising given more than 90 per cent of monitoring remains copper-based but change is coming and sooner rather than later.

Security in Government 2010 Report

Security in Government, 2010, held in Canberra last month gave some hints as to the sorts of technologies that we can expect to see rolling through over the next 12 months or so. Not unexpectedly, that's HD and megapixel cameras, better VMS solutions and more integration with access control. And blue cable to the door, that's nice work PCSC.